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IT’S MORE THAN A GAME
In the late summer of 2012, we launched our very fi rst game on Facebook. It was 
called myVEGAS Slots and it had a wonderfully unique value proposition—play 
free games and earn real-world rewards. Ten years later, we are as passionate as 
ever about creating things that are innovative and engaging. We now have seven 
apps in our award-winning portfolio, and we have moved beyond the social casino 
category, into casual and puzzle games. We operate seven global content studios, 
each of which is its own unique expression of the PLAYSTUDIOS ethos. And, at the 
heart of every beautifully designed product we ship, you’ll still fi nd our one-of-a-
kind loyalty program—the special ingredient that helps us build deep and lasting 
connections with millions of fans. 

THE POWER OF PLAY
It’s a fascinating thing, to see an idea suddenly fi nd its moment. Take the notion of 
“play to earn” games—one of the more compelling promises of the Web3 revolution. 
Of course, it comes as no surprise to us that everyone’s chasing the idea of rewarded 
play. We’ve been demonstrating its value for ten years, allowing our players to 
earn real-world benefi ts every time they engage with our apps. As a result, we’ve 
built a large and loyal audience for our franchise brands and we’ve assembled an 
incredible family of reward partners that allow us to deliver on our unique promise—
games you’ll love, rewards you’ll want. 
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